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town planning became town and country planning in 1932;
and at the same time local planning authorities were permitted
to expand their planning activities, from suburban land in
process of development, to both farm land likely to be
developed and townland that had already been developed in
the past but might any day be redeveloped. Model by-laws
were widely accepted; use-zoning became common; new-
residential and industrial quarters were kept distinct; sites were
reserved for open spaces and residential density was limited,
with twelve cottages per acre as a common standard.
In spite of much local experimentation, this negative plan-
ning covered only a small part of the country, and did little
more than substitute new ills for old. The most important
progress of these years came from positive planning by govern-
mental authorities as owners.
One such advance was made by Liverpool, when it obtained
a private act of parliament permitting it to include on its
housing estate at Speke some housing for salaried employees
as well as wage-earners, in order that residents of municipal
housing might live in a normal and mixed neighbourhood,
and not a segregated one-class district.
No less important was the invention of the trading-estate as
a device for attracting new light industries, much as the hous-
ing-estate attracted people. These two were at first thought
of separately, with the grim result that Becontree developed
east of London with houses but no factories, while Slough
developed to the west with factories but no houses. Equally
well however they could be brought together, as private
garden-city founders had already demonstrated, and as the
city of Manchester also now showed when throwing off a
satellite at Wythenshawe. A way was thus opened up of
positively influencing the location of new and expanding
industries.
After a generation of negative planning by government,
positive planning by government as owner obtained statutory
recognition in the town and country planning act of 1944,
location of industry act of 1945, and the new towns act of

